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VEHICLES ON TYRES

A way to improve the delivery time of your project

Use the trains on tyres METALLIANCE TSP during the tunnel construction
progress:

Better bond:
- better safety against sliding,
- possibility of driving on steeper slopes
- more significant and controlled braking capacity

Multi-traction, independent suspension, anti-skating system:
- Capability to drive on severe grounds (bentonite, grease, water…)
- Possibility to drive on irregular grounds (slope changes, segments level difference, steps 

crossing…)

Reduced load on wheels
Steering with low radius of curvature are allowed by the concept of train on tyres TSP
Possibility of guidance in tunnel (Tunnels of important length or reduced rolling track)
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Use METALLIANCE vehicles from 4m inside diameter tunnel job

Driving comfort using independent hydropneumatic suspensions.

Special design for the inter-modules coupling (Patented)

Simplicity of concept. Simplicity of operation and maintenance.

Modularity: drive various equipment as concrete mixers, mortar agitating hoppers, hydraulic 
cranes, side bins, specific handling systems…

Use the multipurpose vehicle on tyres METALLIANCE VMS during the tunnel 
construction progress:

They allow to:

- superimpose tasks

anticipate the definitive equipment of the work.

These particular points are today more and more taken into account by the contractor, the positive 
financial consequences are more important than the only vehicle investment criteria.

-



Few examples:

- To realise the invert filling during the TBM progress 

Concrete filling

Side RCC filling



- To improve the flexibility of our basis proposal, it could be interesting to transport light loads
as :

Pipes racks
Grease
Casette ventube
Personnal module

with a vehicle of our type VMS25. It can be equipped with an hydraulic crane and its basket 
boom for handling jobs (tubes,  precast finishing job).

- To realise the cross-passages excavation in case of dual tube.
The BUTOR TEM is a multipurpose machine to realize the complete cross-passage in a 
section from 4 to 6 meters (Bucket, cutting-head, hammer, drilling arm, steel arch erector, 
Shotcrete



Metalliance, a simple and approved technology:

Reliability of our machines on several following tunnel job sites.

Reduced maintenance / main quality components.

Big experience in transport of heavy loads.

Adaptability for tunnel and top ground applications

More than 95% reported efficiency on our construction sites

The Vehicles on tyres allows:

a better flexibility of use,

the supply of TBM without break

These arguments are considered as major for the promotion of the train on tyres.


